
TECHNICAL WRITING AGILE DEVELOPMENT TRAINING

As teams strive to move to a mature agile process, technical writers must adapt as effectively as the development
personnel. This new agile process demands that writers anymore in this new world of agile? Of course.

Agile relies on communication between individuals during the overall process of development; working
software is considered the best measure of team activities, and changes in customer's requirements are always
welcome. This regular release and review of docs aligns with the Agile philosophy of regular releases and
reviews. Am I doing it wrong? Don't forget about timing budgets. I'm not comfortable merging it because
sizing documentation stories and business stories are completely different. Consider blogging yourself. Weak,
passive portrayal of the tech writing role. Unfortunately, nobody wrote instructions for Agile technical writers,
so peculiarities of profession need to be studied out. Comment and share your experience, because you will
become skilled tech writer eventually and your know-how will help other people. The scope has been set. Best
practices for Scrum recommend one team per member, as this immersion increases efficiency. Attending all of
these meetings can feel like a time drain with a lot of noise. No longer can technical writers wait in a different
department for robust requirements documents or massive updates about a quarterly release because none of
those things exist in a mature Agile Scrum development shop. This is a two-part post. This principle makes
good sense. Scrum seems to encourage product-centered documentation Beyond the challenges with Scrum
mechanics, there are larger issues with Agile and docs. But it also disregards the current work toward
documentation refinement and iteration that also needs to happen with existing information. Two weeks is
much better than two months. Jamey Parker pm August 28, I've just experienced a five-year "run" as a
technical writer who is a member of a scrum team along with QA and Dev people. All participants are highly
involved and motivated to do their best. We also were included in demos where would then understand and
know of any changes. It seems that the larger the company, the less integrated I am into any specific team. For
example, tech writers can observe developers' progress by viewing issue tracker for the quickest way of
documenting just added features. Importance of the topic I also want to emphasize how important this topic is.
I was successful at getting in a sprint team by being the technical writer who finally found an advocate with
the ability to get me a chair at the table. You can connect with Rob through Writing Assistance, Inc. Such
cases are: Customer's conviction in permanence of requirements. The most fun part of training was an
eye-opening reality from Sumedh sir. Part 2 is available here: Tech docs and Agile Part 2: Alternatives to
integrating into engineering Scrums.


